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Zombie Delight Zombie Delight
Zombies are coming to get'cha tonight (2x)

Zombies are on the loose be courageous
They're totally disgusting.
Their condition is contagious
They'll try to bite your body but don't let 'em.
The situations getting worse
We better go get 'em

Zombie apocalypse
The day has come the party starts
Look out for raggady people
With rotten body parts
Don't drink water from a contaminated source
It's time to do battle with the reanimated corpse

Prepare yourself physically and mentally.

Study, yes.
They're known for their muddy dress.
Their face is a bloody mess.

Zombie invasion
The problem's international
Don't try to reason with them-
Zombies are irrational.
These are dead people
Imagine how they smell
If you're bitten then you become a zombie yourself.
They don't eat raisins or peanuts or chocolate chips.
Shoot 'em in the head. It's the zombie apocalypse.
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Zombies are coming to get'cha tonight (4x)

Why is this happening?
People are frantic.
The military's overwhelmed
Wide spread panic.
Cities are destroyed
And the streets run red
How do we contain this
Plague of the undead.
Weaponize thyself
Call in the troops
Zombies have the tendency to mobilize in large groups
There's very little information and no answers
One weird thing is that they're excellent dancers
Watch this

Yeah, freaks from hell.
Revitalized remains
The only thing they know how to say is the word brains
That's all they're interested in is your grey matter.
Hey batter hit them in the head and they may splatter

The zombie tsunami it's out of control.



Hide in your basement or go on patrol.
The world is being pillaged of it's beauty and it's worth.
Brain dead zombies are takin over planet earth.

Zombie Delight Zombie Delight
Zombies are coming to get'cha tonight (4x)

(The following are the words being scratched by the dj)

Zombies
Mommy
Zombies are just doin what comes natural.
Brains
Yum yum yum
(Some stuff in Japanese?)
Dead
We gotta start protecting ourselves.
And they look like zombies.
Now I know they exist.
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